
Burger King’s big bite
The hand wringing continues. Will the merger of Tim Hortons and Burger King be 
good for sponsorship?
THe almosT cerTain $11-billion merger between 
Tim Hortons and Burger King has unleashed a whirl-
wind of opinion on what the deal actually means. 
While analysts south of the border are focussing 
primarily on the tax and financial implications of the 
deal, canadians are largely concentrating on poten-
tial damage to the Tim Hortons brand, including the 
coffee chain’s national and community sponsorships, 
which span the nHl, cFl, cca curling, the Tim Horton 
children’s Foundation, Timbits Hockey and myriad 
local programs.

The head office of the new company will be lo-
cated in oakville, on at Tim Hortons’ headquarters. 
However, while americans express little concern that 
Burger King will be canadianized after pulling up 
stakes from miami, canadian pundits seem to fear an 
erosion of the coffee chain’s unique, and apparently 
fragile, national identity. 

Cameron Conway, contributor to financial web site 
motley Fool canada, points out that if Burger King 
owner 3G capital follows its traditional post-acqui-
sition strategy, the chain will see heavy cost-cutting 
that will be manifested in “...corporate store sell-offs, 
shifting costs to franchisees, cuts to advertising, and 
could even affect programs like Timbits hockey. This 
is the complete opposite of the business model Tim 
Hortons has applied in the past, which favours rein-
vestment and brand loyalty.”

critics also point to Tim Hortons’ 1995 merger 
with Us burger chain Wendy’s, decrying the canadian 
chain’s decade-long effort at american expansion, 
before it was spun off as a public company in 2006.

The motley Fool posits a future decade in the wil-
derness as 3G implements cost-cutting strategies that 
take their toll on customer satisfaction, sponsorship 
and community programs. only in the 10th year of 
the deal will 3G reap a stock-sale bonanza, allowing 
Tim’s to begin rebuilding its brand.

sponsorship marketing experts don’t paint quite 
so dismal a picture for Tim Hortons, noting that 
shortsighted corporate vampirism is the exception 
rather than the rule and that — just maybe — invest-
ment firms may recognize the value of the corporate 

culture in properties they acquire.
Keeping the two brands apart as distinct entities 

is not only essential but also achievable, says Ken 
Wong, associate Professor and Distinguished Profes-
sor of marketing at Queen’s school of Business.

“Procter & Gamble successfully maintains the 
identities of all of its brands, from ivory’s gentleness 
to Pantene’s focus on vitamin enriched products to 
the medicated effectiveness of Head & shoulders 
dandruff shampoo,” he says. “There’s no reason why 
two brands can’t successfully co-exist under the same 
corporate structure. in addition, Tim Hortons is com-
ing off a quarter in excess of analysts’ expectations. 
it’s not as though the brand is in trouble and requires 
serious reformulation.”

and while 3G’s reputation for cost cutting is far 
from mythical, Wong says it may be good for Tim’s.

“The type of cost-cutting that results from central-
ization and standardization can benefit both brands, 
while allowing them to maintain their corporate val-
ues,” he says. “in fact it makes great sense for Burger 
King to roll out Tim Hortons coffee at its outlets, so it 
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“[Tim Hortons] remained very much its own 
brand during the Wendy’s partnership, 
and neither its brand nor its community 
sponsorships were harmed by it.”
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Staples makes Roar happen 
as iT TUrns oUT, now everything is easy. That “easy button” that 
has been a staple of staples marketing for a decade? everybody’s 
got one. For the past year, “make more Happen” has replaced “That 
Was easy” as the corporate tagline, intending to help communicate 
the message that Staples is much more than an office supplies re-
tailer.

“We have more products that are available both in our stores and 
online, we have more services and more value that we’re offering 
our customers,” says alina chernin, manager, corporate Giving and 
internal communications.

Those customers should include schoolkids and families, the au-
dience drawn to pop princess Katy Perry, says chernin by way of ex-
plaining staples’ sponsorship of the performer’s current world tour. 
The partnership was a US head office decision, says Chernin, but the 
activation at Perry’s canadian dates is homegrown.

“Back to school is one of our busiest seasons,” says chernin. “it’s 
one of the most profitable times of the year for us.”

However, the Katy Perry sponsorship was about the staples brand 
and its new “make more happen” promise.  it was not about sales. 
Had it been the latter, the partnership would have spoken to the de-
cision-makers, mostly moms. This partnership speaks to kids about 
the importance of school. it leverages the title of Perry’s current hit, 
roar, morphing the staples tagline into “make roar Happen” and 
supporting staples canada’s annual school supply Drive, through 
which staples retailers raise funds for local community groups that 
help equip disadvantaged kids for the new school year.

it’s a made in canada program, chernin stresses. in the Us, sta-
ples has donated $1 million to the organization Donorchoose.org, 
which funds school-related programs. 

True to the program’s objective, there’s not a heavy staples pres-
ence at the concerts. staples is prominently featured in the video 
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[OLYMPICS]

ioc to vote on new olympic channel
The associated Press reports that olympic leaders have backed ioc Presi-
dent Thomas Bach’s proposal for an olympic television channel. The ioc, 
in partnership with national sports organizations and olympic committees, 
would develop digital content for the olympic Tv channel, which would 
promote olympic sports in the years between olympic Games. 
The proposal is part of an olympic reform package that also includes a new 
bidding process for host cities and greater flexibility in sports program-
ming. The package will put to a vote at a special international olympic 
committee session in monaco on December 8 and 9.

[EVENTS]

more than hot air at balloon festival
laurentian Bank ramped up its activation in this, its eighth years as present-
ing sponsor of the international Balloon Festival of saint-Jean-sur-richelieu, 
august 9 to 17.
The bank sponsored a host of activities for young families in the “little +” 
area. Participants in a photo contest earned a chance for a ride in the bank’s 
own hot air balloon, which made more than 40 flights during the festival. 
laurentian Bank clients got a taste of viP treatment, with exclusive access 
to the laurentian Bank lounge.
Contact: Valérie Archambault, Laurentian Bank, 514-284-4500, 
ext. 3150, valerie.archambault@laurentianbank.ca.

[SPORTS]

aussies give hockey a burl
Unless you’re an air canada employee or an australian fan of obscure 
sports, you’re not likely to know that the Goodall Cup is the fifth oldest 
continuously awarded hockey trophy in the world. it has been awarded 
annually since 1909 to the champions of the australian ice Hockey league 
(aiHl). This year’s winners, the melbourne mustangs, raised the cup to air 
Canada, which sponsored not only the playoffs and finals, but the entire 
aiHl season.
Hockey, or ice hockey as it is known in australia, is hardly a big draw. 
Though this year the league’s attendance reportedly topped 100,000 for 
the first time, individual games draw crowds often in the hundreds. This 
year’s championship was broadcast in australia on the Fox network. Fox 
also runs an hour-long aiHl feature following weekly nHl games.
air canada serves sydney from vancouver and Toronto.

[SPORTS]

You fish where the fish are
Houston-headquartered mystik lubricants is expanding its marine lubri-
cants product line into Canada, relying on a sponsorship of fishing legend 
and Tv personality, Bob izumi, and the Bob izumi’s real Fishing show to 
ease them into the new market. Izumi will serve as an official ambassador 
of the mystik lubricants brand through 2015.
“Bob will confidently push our products to the extreme, further demon-
strating to marine enthusiasts the confidence they need on the water,” 
said Karl schmidt, General manager of Petrochemicals and lubricants in a 
release. mystic will be integrated into the television show’s production, and 
izumi will be featured on mystik lubricants’ social channels.

W h a t ’ S  h a p p e N i N g

credit: cnW Group/staples canada inc.

members of the Boys & Girls clubs of canada and 
staples canada executive craig Taylor pose with Katy 
Perry prior to her July 19 performance at Toronto’s air 
canada centre.



that opens each canadian show – a fresh version of the program’s 
Psa. it concludes with a call to action to “make roar happen,” which 
serves as the intro for Perry and her opening number, roar.

after that, staples vanishes from the venue. The call to action 
featuring Katy Perry is repeated in the Psa, which was not part of 
staples’ media buy but still got a good deal of pickup, says chernin, 
and on in-store signage. a contest anchored in social channels of-
fered a chance to win free tickets to Perry’s canadian shows. chernin 
says she was also pleased with the coverage received by two meet 
and greets – one in montreal, the other in Toronto – that were part 
of the package. staples used them to host kids from club des pe-
tits déjeuners in montreal and Boys and Girls clubs of canada in 
Toronto.

This is the first time Staples has leveraged a celebrity for its back 
to school promotion, and the key indicator of success will be fund-
raising. The school supply Drive depends on consumer participa-
tion, and chernin says that as of the end of august, “the donations 
are slightly ahead of last year.”

The Katy Perry program is one of two youth-focussed programs 
launched by staples in canada this year. earlier, in June, it announced 
a new partnership with acco Brands, one of its suppliers, and Free 
the children and its me to We events. acco has produced a line of 
eco-friendly school supplies – everything from backpacks and lunch 
bags, to tablet sleeves and notebooks – available exclusively at sta-
ples. each purchase comes with the promise of a vital “gift” to a child 
being served by one of Free the children’s program. a code on each 
product allows buyers to track the social impact of their purchase 
through Free the children. Gifts include school supplies for one year, 
a tree planting, healthy meals, and reusable water bottles. n

World tour cycling gets set for 
another spin
iT’s ProBaBly a TriBUTe to the growth of cycling as a participation 
and spectator sport that the idea of a canadian team on cycling’s 
world tour simply won’t go away. The most recent aborted venture 
was led by no less a cycling luminary than steve Bauer, with a late-
stage assist from curt Harnett. Their Team spiderTech competed 
at the continental (north american) level through 2012, but even 
the impressive corporate support it mustered was never sufficient 
to fund the leap to the Uci World Tour, which is capped by three 
Grand Tour races: the vuelta a españa, the Giro d’italia and the Tour 
de France.

mark ernsting, a former competitive cyclist, race Director of Bc 
superweek, head of the H&r Block elite U23 development team 
and ceo of m1 Pro cycling says he’s going to give it a shot. ernsting 
doesn’t believe he knows something that Bauer and Harnett don’t. 
rather, he thinks, or at least hopes, it’s a matter of timing. cycling 
was beginning to capture the imagination of corporate sponsors 
when Team spiderTech rolled into town. ernsting’s team will draft 
in behind them.

He’s drafting a good distance away, mind you. Team spiderTech 
was aiming for the World Tour in 2014. ernsting has his sights set 
on 2020, but when you’re talking about a team that’s going to need 
some $20 million per year to run, it’s best to look long-term.

“We’re doing our due diligence to build the foundation of the 
program,” says ernsting, referencing the new team’s advisory board 
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Burger King’s big bite
>  conTinUeD From PaGe 1

can share in the values and the brand equity Tim Hortons has built 
through its sponsorships.”

ron Kunitzky, founder of Geyser marketing Group and author of 
Partnership marketing, notes that Tim Hortons grew substantially 
and fared extremely well during the period of its Wendy’s partner-
ship, despite a slight retrenchment from some Us markets. in fact, it 
was the power and success of the Tim Hortons brand that led to its 
eventual spin-off and sale.

“People seem to have a short memory about the Wendy’s de-
cade,” he says. “Tim Hortons is not a uniquely canadian brand and 
part of its corporate identity is to explore opportunities with part-
ners to achieve its goals. nobody was concerned when Tim Hortons 
partnered with arizona-based cold stone creamery to introduce ice 
cream to many of its outlets. it remained very much its own brand 
during the Wendy’s partnership, and neither its brand nor its com-
munity sponsorships were harmed by it.”

Kunitzky notes that some critics of the deal may be overwhelmed 
by the size of Burger King and what they perceive as an unequal 
partnership.

“But why would 3G or Warren Buffet, who is helping to finance 
the deal through Berkshire Hathaway, tarnish or squash a corporate 
culture that has led to the establishment of more than 4,000 outlets,” 
he asks.

Us-based brand building expert Denise lee yohn, who counts 
Burger King among her clients, says she agrees.

“Tim Hortons enjoys such a strong equity as a canadian brand 
and its active community-based sponsorships contribute to the 
sense of it being a ‘local’ brand,” she says. “as a corporation, Burger 
King will need to continue to cultivate Tim Hortons’ connections to 
the country and to the community.”

Burger King doesn’t have a sponsorship profile anywhere near 
the breadth and magnitude of Tim Hortons in canada. However, 
that shouldn’t change community expectations for either chain, she 
says.

“as a brand, there isn’t the same expectation on Burger King to 
mimic Tim Hortons’ approach to sponsorships,” yohn says.  “instead, 
Burger King should seek out ways to make a positive social impact 
that are in line with its own brand positioning.”

However, Kunitzky sees an opening for Tim Hortons to lever-
age its community-based sponsorships in the wake of a broader 
Us rollout of its franchise, with Burger King paving the way for the 
expansion.

“Tim Hortons has already succeeded with hockey sponsorships 
through its operations in michigan and Western new york, and 
done a great job of it at the community level,” he says. “There’s no 
reason the chain couldn’t leverage local relationships to sponsor 
community football in Texas. it’s all about tying into the community 
and being relevant to the community.” n

receive Tsr by email
Do you receive The sponsorship report by email? if you would like to, send us an 
email (tsr@sponsorship.ca), putting “email subscription” in the subject line. in the 
body, give us the name and address as it appears on your mailing label.
you will continue to receive your hard copy every month. in addition, however 
(and at no charge), you will also receive a pdf of the issue approximately a week 
ahead of time.
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Lounge act: h&M personal Shopping 
Room sponsorship earns world 
honours for Victoria’s Uptown 
shopping centre
reFUsinG To accePT the preconceived notion that “H&m doesn’t 
do sponsorships” has resulted in the successful H&m Personal 
shopping room (Psr) at the Uptown shopping centre in victoria, 
Bc. The sponsorship was also voted the best campaign of 2013 at 
the international council of shopping centers (icsc) annual spon-
sorship and advertising conference in new york city in august. 

H&m is the upscale mall’s exclusive sponsor of the H&m Psr – a 
unique retail experience in which patrons book appointments with 
Uptown’s noted style director, erin Bradley, who personally assists 
them with a guided shopping excursion.

The sponsorship coincided with H&M’s first foray into Vancouver 
island, in Phase Two of the Uptown development completed in au-
gust 2012. The driving force behind the concept was Kristy lowes, 
marketing Director for Uptown, a property of morguard investments 
limited.

lowes says that the marketing team wanted to drive home the 
position of the mall as a unique fashion and lifestyle destination and 
was inspired by the personal shopping services offered by British 
fashion retailer Top shop.

“Wardrobe consulting services aren’t a new idea, but the concept 
of a room dedicated to fashion and shopping services would be a 
first in Canada,” says Lowes. “It’s possibly unique in North America.”

First she had to convince the internal team – ownership and man-
agement – to forgo potential retail revenue on prime retail property 
and to incorporate the shell of the room in the construction plan, 
even before a sponsor had been secured. 

“We needed to sell a sponsorship so we could offset the cost 
of finishing, decorating and branding the PSR,” says Lowes. “I im-
mediately thought of H&m as the right partner, not only because of 
the unique exposure and benefits they would receive, but because 
H&m’s increased presence would help solidify the reputation of Up-
town as a fashion destination. i was told that H&m simply doesn’t 
do sponsorships, but approached them just the same.” 

Despite the fact that H&m didn’t have readily available funds for 
the sponsorship, the fashion retailer combined its Pr, grand open-
ing and store budgets to become the presenting sponsor.

“We were very happy when Uptown approached us with the op-
portunity to be the lead sponsor because we had already allocated 
the marketing budget for the store opening and this was a great 
way for us to build brand momentum and engage customers right 
at the shopping centre,” says emily scarlett, communications and 
Press manager at H&m canada. “it was a great way to naturally 
introduce customers to H&m and what we have to offer in terms of 
fashion and quality at the best price.”

The lounge would open in February 2013 as “H&m Presents the 
Uptown Personal shopping room,” coinciding with H&m’s retail 
launch at the mall. For a one-year term, H&m would receive:

• Exclusive presenting sponsorship of the lounge, designed to 
reflect the aesthetics of an upscale wardrobe closet, replete with two 
change rooms, a runway-like space, chandeliers and clothing and 
accessories provided by Uptown retailers.

that is well stocked with heavyweights from sport, marketing and 
business. 

The seed of the project is the current Team H&r Block, an elite 
under-23 development team that ernsting manages. The vision is 
to use Team H&r Block to help feed a pro team that will compete 
for several years at the Uci continental level. That team will in turn 
serve as the development platform, the farm team, for a new team 
that will join the Uci World Tour in 2020. 

Ernsting will be looking first to Canada for sponsorship support, 
and the $20 million question is whether that level of sponsorship 
support can be found. For the Uci continental team, ideal sponsors 
must have or be seeking a strong presence in the Us. For the even-
tual World Tour team, sponsoring brands will need global reach.

“We want to make sure that everything we do for a sponsor 
is based on a business decision. That is our priority when having 
these discussions with companies,” ernsting promises. That sounds 
good, but it hardly sets cycling apart from every other pro sport that 
knocks on a corporate door.

Fortunately, ernsting doesn’t need $20 million out of the gate. in 
the buildup to 2020, needs will begin more modestly, giving ernsting 
and his team chances to build proof points for the more significant 
investments that will be required later on. That’s part of the plan, and 
so far, H&r Block is on board with it.

a Uci continental team will compete on the north american 
circuit next year, says Ernsting. He will field a men’s team in 2015 and 
a women’s team in 2016. Team H&r Block will contribute its sup-
port infrastructure and assets to the new team and, for the moment, 
H&r Block will be the team’s Title sponsor. However, if the right 
brand were to make the right offer, ernsting believes H&r Block 
could probably be persuaded to relinquish the title for the good of 
the team and an appropriate package of benefits.

With the popularity of cycling in the c-suite, ernsting argues that 
the value proposition of cycling, is unlike any other pro sport. it 
offers the hospitality and personal appearance opportunities that 
have been golf’s hallmark, and behind-the-scenes and on-field op-
portunities that no other sport can offer. These can include ride-
alongs within the team’s caravan car during a race, post-ride dinner 
with athletes, access to the mechanics’ base, invitations to training 
camp, even training day rides with athletes. it’s like being invited to 
take part in an nHl practice, says ernsting. n

credit: luca volpi via Wikimedia commons

canada’s ryder Hesjedal celebrates his victory at the 
2012 Giro d’italia.
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• Mannequin display in windows of the PSR.
• H&M signage and logos inside the PSR and on store windows 

facing Uptown Boulevard, and H&m/Psr signage on the outside of 
elevator doors. as many as 22,000 people were exposed to the signs 
each day. “if we had a chance to do the campaign over, we might 
have provided more street exposure for the Psr, so that it could be 
seen from outside,” says lowes.

• Digital screen promotions in the PSR and on other Uptown 
screens in high-traffic retail areas and office lobbies.

• Dominant placement on the Uptown website. 
• A monthly feature on the Uptown blog, sponsored by H&M 

and the Psr.
• A dedicated PSR web page featuring the H&M logo. 
• A PSR brochure featuring H&M logo and imagery.
• Media segments featuring Bradley outfitted in the H&M 

brand. 
• Three fashion advertising opportunities to showcase the H&M 

and Psr brands. 
• Three seasons of onsite posters and signage inside the fitting 

room and throughout the site, printed and installed by Uptown.
in addition, the H&m/Psr brands were featured in televi-

sion commercials and a series of full-page ads in a local fashion 
magazine. customers purchasing personal shopping services were 
automatically brought to H&M by the style director as their first 
shopping destination. 

“The Psr was also available for private functions, special seminars 
and events, with mall merchants providing samples for gift bags,” 
says lowes. “For example, H&m hosted trend updates on style and 
fashion.”

The metrics for the success of the H&m/Psr sponsorship are 
somewhat difficult to calculate, because the store and the sponsor-
ship were launched simultaneously—there are no before and after 
figures for comparison. However, Lowes calculates that the return-
on-investment for H&m was approximately six-fold, comparing the 
cost of the sponsorship to the value of media impressions, adver-
tising and other exposure. H&m has become the top performer in 
family apparel at Uptown and sales in the family apparel category at 
the mall have also increased 28.5%.

“We can say that the sponsorship has been very successful and 
we have renewed our contract for another year,” says scarlett. “We 
are always looking to improve the customer experience and hope 
that we can continue to learn from this sponsorship in order to bet-

ter service our customers and continue to provide them a unique, 
inviting and exciting experience in store.”

lowes says that the icsc award was icing on the cake. The cam-
paigns were presented by invitation only, and the H&m/Psr presen-
tation eclipsed such heavy hitters as the coca cola “share a coke” 
campaign.

“The one piece of advice i would offer anyone mounting a similar 
campaign, is to put your best effort into a pitch to the best partner, 
regardless of what other might lead you to expect,” she says. “The 
worst that could happen is that you didn’t try.” n

please don’t pee on our rug
in JUly, TSR rePorTeD on the challenges faced by sponsors in 
the fossil fuels industry, most notably enbridge, when opponents of 
their practices or policies took aim at their sponsored partners. most 
often, the response on the part of the sponsor has been to express 
regret if a renewal opportunity was not offered, to wish the property 
well, and to focus instead on the long queue of organizations eager 
to enter into a partnership.

But when opponents of Transcanada Pipelines  took aim at the 
company’s donation of $30,000 for a fire truck for the northern On-
tario town of mattawa, things got if not ugly, then at least terse.

The money came out of Transcanada’s community relations 
budget, and envelope that doles out funds to communities and or-
ganizations along the many routes through which Transcanada’s 
pipelines pass. and the funds are doled out with strings attached, 
such as appropriate recognition of Transcanada’s support and a 
clause requiring that the recipient not publicly comment on Trans-
canada’s operations or projects. 

on learning of this, critics of Transcanada’s proposed energy east 
project, a plan to pipe alberta oil sands crude to atlantic canada 
refineries, framed it as a gag order engineered to buy the silence 
of the Town of mattawa, which is near the proposed energy east 
route. 

Though conceivable, it is unlikely that Transcanada so feared the 
voices of the Town of mattawa’s civic leaders that it sought to buy 
their silence for $30,000. Transcanada stated that the clause was 
intended to protect recipients from feeling compelled to endorse 
the company’s business practices, not to silence criticism.

Were Transcanada not a company in the fossil fuels industry with 
several high-profile projects on the table, it would not seem contro-
versial that a community investment agreement should include a 
clause that, in effect, states “we’re happy to have you for dinner, but 
please don’t pee on our rug.” But it is, and the issue gained suffi-
cient media attention that mattawa municipal leaders, including the 
mayor, felt compelled to reply that in their opinion, the clause did 
not prevent them from commenting to the national energy Board 
(which has the power to approve or kill the project) or to their elec-
torate on energy east or any other matter. 

Transcanada agreed and, for its part, quickly announced that 
it would reword the clause in this and subsequent agreements to 
make clear that it is not a gag order of any sort. Transcanada also 
took the opportunity to speak at some length about its community 
investment program, and its value to Transcanada employees and 
to the communities Transcanada serves. Using the tactics of good 
storytelling, it also took a few hard swipes at organizations that do credit: Uptown/morguard investments limited.



a great deal of good but that, in their zeal, sometimes paint their 
opponents as one-dimensional. it’s worth a read at http://blog.tran-
scanada.com/proud-to-support-our-communities1154. n

on branded content
THere’s a BiG risK in taking research from one medium, or one 
market, and overlaying its findings on another. Until the advent of 
the sponsorship landscape study, for instance, canadian sponsor-
ship marketers had only research from ieG in the Us to guide their 
macro decision-making. The landscape study revealed what the 
smartest among us already knew: that the canadian marketplace 
was not merely an undersized version of its southern neighbour, but 
a vastly different place.

Which bring us to the large grain of salt that must prudently ac-
company a sponsorship-based analysis of recent research from the 
interactive advertising Bureau and edelman Berland. not only is it 
research of the American market, it is also confined to news sites. 
However, given marketers’ increasingly heavy reliance on branded 
content and various forms of native advertising, its findings may be 
enlightening, perhaps even instructive.

iaB and edelman Berland looked at consumer response to in-
feed native advertising on news sites and found that news consum-
ers actually welcomed the content, provided it was done right. it 
turns out that relevancy is the key determinant of consumer interest 
in sponsored content, at least insofar as news sources are concerned. 
close behind are brand familiarity and trust, and subject-matter ex-
pertise.

These findings may be cautionary to sponsoring brands and 
properties. some of the latter, for instance, are selling their websites 
as hosts for branded content based on the demographic their sites 
attract. If the IAB/Edelman findings are to be believed, properties 
should be pitching, and brands should be writing content, based on 
relevancy and expertise, not merely demographics. 

This isn’t good news for challenger brands. established brands 
own the expertise in the consumer’s minds. Challengers may find 
branded content to be a less than ideal communications vehicle. 

it’s not only the credibility of the sponsoring brand that affects 
consumer perception. The iaB/edelman study also found that the 
credibility of the host site played an important role in consumers’ 
acceptance of sponsored content.  This is perhaps more relevant for 
news sites, which vary in gravitas and authoritativeness, but it sug-
gests that strong, relevant branded content from a credible source 
will be wasted if it is hosted on a site that is not viewed as credible. 
The dark halo from the host will overshadow the branded content, 
no matter how strong it might be.

strong content tells a good story. it does not pitch a product or 
service. 

interestingly, the fact that content is branded seems to have lit-
tle impact on consumer perceptions, at least with respect to news 
sites. 

one of the key takeaways from the study is this: branded content 
is most effective when it works for both the brand and the host. The 
choice for sponsors and properties is clear. it should either be “win-
win” or “no deal.”

The study’s results may be found online at http://bit.ly/1onyxps. 
n
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[SPORTS]

canada puts another bike on the Grand Tour
Canadian bicycle company Argon 18 has officially signed a three-year 
agreement with Germany’s netapp-endura team. effective January 1, 2015, 
the team, which finished seventh in the latest Tour de France general indi-
vidual classification, will be known as BORA – ARGON 18. 
“We chose this team because we firmly believe it will confirm our standing 
as a leading and innovative bike brand on a worldwide scale” said Gervais 
rioux, olympic athlete and founder of argon 18 in a release. “argon 18 
will be mentioned every time the team’s name will appear. For us, this was 
very important. it’s one of the many reasons why this team was the perfect 
fit for us. This partnership will also give our brand unprecedented interna-
tional exposure, as well as provide our r&D division invaluable feedback 
and insight.” In the Tour de France, only five bicycle brands are part of a 
team’s name.
argon’s top competition bikes retail for $12,000, and as part of the agree-
ment the company will be supplying between 150 and 200 of them to the 
team.

[BRANDS]

P&G trims the fat
Procter & Gamble, one of the world’s most active sponsors in the cPG 
categories, has announced that it will shed as many as 100 of its consumer-
facing brands, representing more than half of its portfolio. The process will 
occur over the next two years. once complete, Procter & Gamble expects 
to be left with 70 or 80 of its top performers.
Procter & Gamble is currently the global leader in consumer product sales 
and, once the shedding is complete, it may actually still retain that title. ac-
cording to media reports, the brands that will be dumped account for less 
than 10% of the company’s global sales.

[ARTS]

merchant makes statement on middle east
Though zane caplansky, owner of caplansky’s Deli in Toronto, has never 
been one to retire to the wings, it should be noted that his decision to 
sponsor an August 8 outdoor screening of the Palestinian film Laila’s Birth-
day was made long before the current conflict in the Gaza Strip reached its 
crescendo. The screening is part of the run-up to the Toronto Palestinian 
Film Festival. The decision, or rather the publicity surrounding it, earned 
caplansky a great deal of attention, not all of it supportive.
caplansky, who describes himself as “a proud Jewish man,” took to his blog 
to explain his reasoning. TSR happily reproduces one paragraph here:
“one of the great joys of running a restaurant is that on most days, it feels 
like a room full of storytellers sharing their experiences over a great meal. 
This festival seemed to me to be another forum for storytelling. it is often 
said that the conflict between Jews and Palestinians is one of a conflicting 
narrative. i don’t know if that’s true, but i have to believe that a starting 
place for peace is a place where we can both share and listen to one an-
other’s stories. The truth is, I didn’t screen the content of the films because 
i didn’t make the decision to sponsor this festival to support any one per-
spective. i sponsored it as a small and humble effort to break down barriers 
so that both Jews and Palestinians care share each others stories. There 
was no ulterior motive here – lets just get together over good food and 
share stories.”
The full posting may be accessed at http://www.caplanskys.com/blog/
entry/why-im-sponsoring-the-toronto-palestinian-film-festival
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toronto foodies feast at taste of 
toronto
Were one To line UP Toronto’s summertime food festivals side 
by side, the buffet table would likely stretch the length of the Don 
valley Parkway. summertime in Toronto is a gourmand’s paradise. it 
would seem to be the least likely host for one of the “Taste of” food 
festivals that imG stages in many of the world’s great cities, let alone 
its north american debut. 

Here, nancy modrcin, senior Director of marketing for grocer 
metro ontario, takes some credit.

“sam Galet (imG canada vP and managing Director] approached 
me about several other sponsorships that were not food related,” 
says modrcin. “i said to him, ‘my number one priority is food and my 
customers, and if you can provide me with a sponsorship opportu-
nity that aligns with those two things, we should definitely talk.’”

Galet says imG’s “Taste of” festival was going to come to north 
america at some point, and Toronto’s growing culinary reputation 
and lack of a high-end event made it a strong candidate from the 
start. it would be a new event for Toronto, but not for imG, which has 
reams of data from “Taste of” events from auckland to stockholm to 
draw upon when approaching sponsors. Given the success of its first 
staging in Toronto, cities like montreal and vancouver should expect 
to find themselves on the list of possible future hosts. Along with 
Toronto, of course, which is already booked for2015.

What sets “Taste of” apart in a food-festival saturated city is the 
level of production and the high-end food, drink and service. 

“We call it mass affluent,” says Galet. Everything is top shelf, ac-
cording to Galet, from the 17 restaurants that were represented to 
the look of the venue, its footprint at Toronto’s historic Fort york and, 
of course, to the quality of food and drink served. even admission to 
the grounds mimicked a restaurant, with attendees reserving their 
spots at one of three daily four-hour services. logistically, that meant 
that Taste of Toronto could play host to almost 20,000 people over 
four days while always seeming relatively uncrowded

imG even went so far as to purchase 14 fully equipped kitch-
ens for its exhibitors when it became apparent that there weren’t 
enough rental kitchens available to meet the festival’s needs.

events like Taste of Toronto are intended to set metro apart in 
the highly competitive grocery market. all grocery retailers strive 
for pretty much the same thing: quality, freshness, a wide variety of 
products displayed in bright, clean-looking stores. it’s a sea of same-
ness and consumers often select on the basis of proximity. 

“When everybody’s running on the same baseline of quality, 
freshness, variety, what you have to do to differentiate is provide 
the best service that you can and the best experience you can.” Be-
cause grocery is a local business, Taste of Toronto became part of 
the local customer experience for metro and the core of its summer 
marketing campaign. “We viewed it very much as a local marketing 
initiative.”

metro had two key objectives at Taste of Toronto: to connect 
with food lovers and to celebrate local growers. activations onsite 
included the metro master class, which allowed patrons to replicate 
restaurant dishes with celebrity chefs, live cooking demos, the metro 
lounge to allow digestive juices settle, and a virtual market. There, 
visitors could scan bar codes the favourite dishes they sampled and 
have their orders ready for pickup at the end of their visit.

modrcin admits that the virtual market, in addition to being a 
smart engagement device, served as an early test platform for tech-
nology that may be part of the grocery store of the future.

sixty-eight percent of attendees were women with an average 
household income of $127,000, says Galet. For metro, Taste of To-
ronto generated more than 15 million impressions and provided 
content for its digital platforms. attendees were full of praise for the 
event (more than 80% rating it excellent or good).

“even the restaurants were tweeting out that this was the best 
food event they’ve ever attended,” boasts Galet.

“i think there’s a great possibility that we will be back next year,” 
says modrcin. n

Digital
History may look back at this moment and declare that the digital revolution 
was as significant as the invention of the printing press. At Sponsorship Toronto, 
coming up november 4 and 5 at the Grand Hotel & suites, we are privileged to 
introduce you to several of the digital world’s thought-leaders.
For instance, John Heppenstall of The social ambassador completely rejects the 
notion that the digital world is too complex to predict. He calls his session “it’s 
not like cooking spaghetti” because in the digital space, you don’t just throw it 
against the wall and see if it sticks.
Josh Epstein, Director of marketing at newport sports management works with 
some of north america’s top hockey players, helping them hone their digital 
skills. Josh will paint a picture of the digitally-savvy athlete and show how ath-
letes, sports organizations and sponsors can get top value from digital engage-
ment,
With student life network and Parent life network, TJ Donnelly has built a 
successful business based on forging meaningful digital connections between 
markets and brands. How does he do it? you’ll be surprised at how simple it 
can be.
The social media scoreboard is a groundbreaking piece of research from Was-
serman media Group in los angeles. svP John Harper says its findings show 
that sponsors are spending poorly and sports properties are leaving money on 
the table by not making the best use of the social assets at their disposal. it’s a 
session you won’t want to miss.
The same can be said of the rest of the program at sponsorship Toronto, and its 
two popular bookend workshops: The sponsorship Boot camp on november 3, 
and the municipal Forum on sponsorship on november 6.
Want to learn more? visit us.
Sponsorship Toronto, www.sponsorshiptoronto.com
The Sponsorship Boot Camp, www.sponsorship.ca/bootcamp.html
The Municipal Forum on Sponsorship, www.sponsorship.ca/municipalities.
html



THere’s room aT THe ToP at luminato. Toronto’s 
signature summertime arts and culture festival and 
its top partner l’oréal canada have announced that 
l’oréal will be returning in 2015, but will no longer be 
integrated into the festival’s title. Pretty much since 
the festival’s launch in 2007, l’oréal has enjoyed a 
hybrid position as presenting/title sponsor of the 
festival, with the festival 
promoted as luminato and 
l’oréal: Partners in creativ-
ity. 

That “Partners in cre-
ativity” tag will be dropped 
for 2015, with l’oréal 
canada stepping down 
a rung to assume major 
partner status. For lumi-
nato, it opens up a new 
opportunity to integrate 
a brand into its title. For 
l’oréal canada, it follows a 
pattern set in other major 
canadian arts and culture 
festivals, like World mastercard Fashion Week or the 
Toronto international Film Festival, in which the cor-
porate brand retires to the wings and the spotlight 
shines instead on one or more of l’oréal canada’s 
consumer-facing brands.

There’s no dispute that l’oréal canada’s eight year 
association with the festival has worked well for the 
company. TSR’s call to l’oréal canada had not been 
returned by press time, but in a press release l’oréal 
canada President and ceo Frank Kollmar said “The 
original partnership goal of extending the l’oréal 
brands nationally has positively impacted the com-
pany’s performance especially in ontario.” That point 
was echoed in interviews with luminato ceo Jan-
ice Price and with Bart Given, managing Director of 
Torque strategies, which is working with luminato to 
re-engineer its sponsorship architecture.

Price doesn’t feel the very close relationship be-
tween l’oréal canada and luminato will suffer. l’oréal 
is still top of the heap among luminato sponsors, the 

only difference being that it shares that position with 
a few others. 

The impetus for the change appears to go be-
yond l’oréal canada’s decision to focus on a small 
set of consumer-facing brands. There’s a strong desire 
within both organizations to extend luminato’s reach 
beyond ontario and to strengthen it as a digital prop-

erty. Both objectives will be 
more easily accomplished 
in partnership with strong 
consumer-facing brands.

luminato views itself as 
an arts and culture festival 
of global significance, and 
that’s a legitimate claim 
within the community of 
arts patrons. But among 
more casual consumers 
of arts and culture, it is a 
Toronto-centric brand. it is 
strong within ontario, says 
Given, not so much outside 
ontario’s borders.

and that’s where the opportunity lies. if luminato 
is to lay claim to the title of best arts and culture fes-
tival on the planet, it needs stories that partners can 
tell and partners willing to tell them to a national and 
international audience. Price says she’s already spo-
ken with l’oréal canada about “a couple of really fun 
and exciting ideas” that will allow l’oréal own a digi-
tal property that leverages the full range of luminato 
content. 

The idea, says Price “is to use the digital platform 
to tell the luminato story more nationally and inter-
nationally.” 

make that stories. according to Given, “we feel that 
there are more stories yet to be uncovered.” He won’t 
say what they might be. luminato has already done 
an admirable job of creating ownership opportunities 
for performances and even venues. new ownership 
opportunities may involve thematic threads that run 
through a range of luminato performances, digital 
properties, or both. n

Luminato’s lofty ambitions 
The arts community already acknowledges it as among the best arts festivals in 
the world. With the right partners, luminato want to reach even higher.
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You can combine two or more sessions into one powerful learning experience, and save a bundle too.
Learn more at www.sponsorship.ca/register.html

NOVEMBER 3  

Sponsorship  
Boot Camp
For sponsorship-seekers,  
the most important day of your year
www.sponsorship.ca/bootcamp.html

NOVEMBER 4 AND 5

Sponsorship  
Toronto
Best practices in sponsorship activation 
from across North America and beyond
www. sponsorshiptoronto.com

NOVEMBER 6  

Municipal Forum 
on Sponsorship
An exclusive workshop focussing on                    
alternative revenue generation for                    
municipal organizations and agencies
www.sponsorship.ca/municipalities.html

Bernie Colterman will lead you through a 
practical, no-nonsense session on sponsor-
ship program development and sales that 
will shave a year off your learning curve. 
Bernie will quickly cut to the chase, arming 
you with field-tested strategies and tactics, 
practical tips and proven approaches for 
implementing a successful sponsorship 
program. If you’re new to sponsorship, this 
session is a must-attend. If you’ve done this 
before, you can measure yourself against 
the Boot Camp’s best practices.

For sponsors, properties and agencies 
choose from an exciting mix of sessions 
presented by leading sponsorship pros 
from across North America and beyond. 
The focus of Sponsorship Toronto is best 
practices in sponsorship activation – the 
grand strategies and fine tactics that will 
make your sponsorship program soar. 
Choose from a mix of plenary and concur-
rent sessions to customize a conference 
experience that meets your specific needs, 
all in an intimate and relaxed environment 
in the heart of Canada’s business capital.

Public officials face unprecedented scrutiny 
and must address stakeholder concerns 
unlike anyone else in sponsorship. Even the 
smallest misstep can condemn a program to 
failure. But the rewards of doing it right are 
significant. Your session leader, Bernie 
Colterman, is recognized as one of North 
America’s foremost experts on municipal 
sponsorship. Bernie will candidly explore 
strategies and tactics tailored to the unique 
environment of municipalities.

SPONSORSHIP WEEK
NOVEMBER 3-6, 2014  
THE GRAND HOTEL  
AND SUITES  
TORONTO ON



Sponsorship Boot Camp
Monday, November 3
This one-day workshop is tailored for professionals responsible for revenue-generation 
in  public or not-for-profit organizations. You will acquire the skills needed to take 
an organized, professional approach towards designing, marketing and selling your 
sponsorship program. You will be guided by Bernie Colterman, one of Canada’s finest 
sponsorship educators. This unique workshop has helped hundreds of professionals 
take a more strategic approach towards sponsorships. It takes you through a proven, 
end-to-end design and sales process that has been used to generate more than $25 
million in sponsorship revenue.
www.sponsorship.ca/bootcamp.html

Sponsorship Toronto
Tuesday, November 4 and Wednesday November 5
More than 20 of the top sponsorship professionals from across North America will 
gather for an exclusive, intimate opportunity to share best practices in sponsorship 
activation.

Presenters and sessions include

Jacquie Ryan, Vice President, Sponsorship and Partnerships, Scotiabank. Learn 
about the current evolution of Scotiabank’s hockey strategy as it leverages a new 
relationship with Rogers. 

Nick Taylor, Director, New Revenue at the Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation. Nick 
explains how his unique background with Rugby Canada and Tiffany’s has equipped 
him to meet the challenge of revenue generation at one of the world’s best cancer 
research centres.  

Diane Ridgway-Cross, Executive Vice President, MarketELLE.  Hear Diane’s piercing 
new insights, including new research findings, into sponsorship marketing programs 
aimed at women.

John Heppenstall, Senior Strategist, The Social Ambassador. John demystifies the 
social landscape and shows how properties large and small can operate within it.
www.sponsorshiptoronto.com

Where?
The Grand Hotel & Suites
225 Jarvis Street, Toronto
416 863 9000
877 324 7263
More info?
www.sponsorship.ca
705 653 1112
Register?
www.sponsorship.ca/
register.html

The Municipal Forum on Sponsorship
Thursday, November 6
The 4th Annual Municipal Forum on Sponsorship will tackle key issues that are 
impacting municipal sponsorship programs today.  The forum is designed specifically 
for middle to senior managers from municipalities and other public institutions who 
are currently involved in or considering Sponsorships, Naming Rights or Advertising as 
a source of revenue. Your session leader is Bernie Colterman, Managing Partner of the 
Centre of Excellence for Public Sector Marketing and one of North America’s leading 
experts on municipal sponsorship.
www.sponsorship.ca/municipalities.html
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Since 1985, The Sponsorship Report has kept sponsorship professionals in touch with 
new developments in Canada's sponsorship industry. If corporate sponsorship is an 
important part of your business, then you need The Sponsorship Report. Visit our web-
site at www.sponsorship.ca for more information. Click “About TSR” to begin your 
subscription. Or, if you prefer, return the form below by fax to 705-653-1113.
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